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Abstract
Strategies are widespread in Computer Science. In the domain of reduction and rewriting systems,
strategies are studied as recipes to restrict and control reduction steps and rule applications, which
are intimately local, in a derivation-global sense. This idea has been exploited by various tools
and rewriting-based specification languages, where strategies are an additional specification layer.
Systems so described need to be analyzed too. This article discusses model checking of systems
controlled by strategies and presents a working strategy-aware LTL model checker for the Maude
specification language, based on rewriting logic, and its strategy language.
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1

Introduction

Strategies are meaningful for artificial intelligence, games, semantics of programming
languages, automated reasoning, etc. Although their purposes and formalizations differ, they
all honor the Greek etymology of the word, meaning the office of a general, who is in charge of
the overall planning of the operations. In the modeling of concurrent systems using rewriting
techniques, strategies are a useful resource to capture the global behavior of the intended
models. Since rewriting consists of a successive, non-deterministic and somehow unrelated
application of rules anywhere within a term, strategies have been studied in deep [32], and
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different definitions have been proposed [8, 19]. Strategies as a first-class object have been
exploited in tools like Stratego [10], Tom [4], and the specification languages ELAN [7],
and Maude [13].
Model checking [11] is a consolidated formal method, which still evolves in multiple
directions. Its classical setting is transition systems, where the notion of strategy is naturally
defined. This paper studies the satisfaction of temporal properties by models controlled by
strategies and how it can be checked, and applies the method to the Maude strategy language
by implementing a strategy-aware model checker. It is built as an extension of the existing
Maude LTL model checker [16] for systems specified in rewriting logic, already applied to
various interesting systems [6, 23, 28].
Strategies and model checking together have already been addressed in the literature,
but with a different approach and objectives. In the context of multiplayer games, several
logics have been proposed to reason about player strategies like ATL* [1] and strategy
logic [27]. However, strategies are not provided as input but quantified in the formula, and
they are not represented explicitly. Other logics take past actions into account to condition
its requirements like mCTL* [21]. In our case, strategies are part of the model specification
while the property logic remains unaltered. As well, strategies should not be confused with
heuristics to guide the search in the model-checker algorithms [14].
After reviewing the model-checking framework and strategies as defined in the literature,
this paper discusses model checking linear temporal properties on strategy-controlled systems
and a model transformation is proposed to match the classical setting and allow using the
standard algorithms. Following a short introduction to rewriting logic [26], Maude [12], and
its strategy language [15], we propose a small-step operational semantics from which model
checking is defined according to the previous approach. The strategy-aware LTL model
checker we have implemented is then described and illustrated by an example. The extended
version of this document [30], the complete semantics of the Maude strategy language, and
the model checker itself are all available at http://maude.sip.ucm.es/strategies.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Model checking

Model checking [11] is a well-established formal method to ensure or refute the correctness of
a model according to a temporal specification. In the classical setting, models are based on
transition systems, formally described by Kripke structures [20] K = (S, →, I, AP, `) where
S is the set of states,
(→) ⊆ S × S is a serial binary relation on S,
I ⊆ S is a finite set of initial states,
AP is a finite set of atomic propositions, and
` : S → P(AP ) labels each state with the propositions that hold on it.
In turn, the property is expressed by a formula ϕ in some temporal logic like CTL, CTL* or
LTL, which describes the intended behavior in terms of the atomic properties p, q, . . . ∈ AP
combined by different temporal operators. The model-checking problem, deciding whether
the model satisfies the formula K  ϕ, is decidable for any of the previous logics, a decidable
transition relation, and a finite S. However, for both CTL* and LTL, model checking is
PSPACE-complete and the models of interest usually have a huge number of states. In
various situations, the expectation of refuting correctness in reasonable time is good enough.
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∞
The actual model executions π = (sk )∞
k=1 leave propositional traces `(π) := (`(sk ))k=1 ,
from which the satisfaction of the formula is decided.

π

s1

s2

···

`(π)

{p}

∅

···

sn

···

{p, q} · · ·

∈ Sω
∈ P(AP )ω

Linear-time properties can always be characterized by a satisfaction relation `(π)  ϕ
on propositional traces and an implicit universal quantification over all model paths π.
Differently, branching-time properties combine universal and existential requirements on any
state of the derivation, so that the execution should be seen as a tree.

2.2

Strategies

In rewriting systems, rules typically represent local transitions that are often not enough to
describe complex computations. These intricacies are usually expressed at a higher level,
describing how rules should be applied. This is the task of strategies, whose study goes
back to the λ-calculus, as fixed criteria for selecting the next redex to be reduced [5]. Later,
strategies were allowed to be aware of the derivation history and to be explicit [2, §11.5],
expressed as programs that control the application of rules. We are interested in the latter
kind of strategies, for which different abstract descriptions and practical representations have
been proposed and implemented [8, 19].
Strategies are properly defined in the context of abstract reduction systems (ARS). An
ARS [2] A = (S, →) is a set of states S endowed with a binary relation →. An element
(s, s0 ) ∈ (→) or s → s0 is called a reduction step, and a finite or infinite sequence of connected
reduction steps s0 → s1 → · · · → sn is a derivation. We denote by Γω
A the set of infinite
derivations of A seen as words in S ω ,
Γω
A := {s0 s1 · · · sn · · · : sk ∈ S and sk → sk+1 , k ≥ 0},
∗
Γ∗A is the set of finite derivations as words in S ∗ , and ΓA := Γω
A ∪ ΓA the union of both
∞
ω
∗
in S := S ∪ S . Considering both finite and infinite derivations is tedious, but we are
interested in modeling computations and proofs as well as reactive systems behavior, for
which they are respectively relevant. We say that A is finite if S is finite, and A is finitary if
for any s ∈ S the states s0 such that s → s0 are finitely many.
Several definitions of strategies are reviewed in [8], but two general formalizations are
specially discussed:
1. Abstract or extensional strategies are subsets of derivations E ⊆ ΓA , that is, languages in
S ∞ whose words w are A-derivations with wk → wk+1 .
2. Intensional strategies are defined as partial functions λ : S ∗ → P(S ∪ {>}) that decide
the possible next steps according to the past of the derivation. They must satisfy that for
all s, s0 ∈ S and v ∈ S ∗ , s0 ∈ λ(vs) must imply s → s0 . The symbol > indicates that the
derivation can stop there. In case λ(w) = ∅, the derivation cannot stop or continue, so it
is discarded. Hence, these strategies can attempt rewriting paths that may eventually fail.
Extensional strategies represent an abstract selection of ARS executions as a whole, while the
more constructive intensional strategies determine the next reduction in each step. Unlike
in [8], we have considered unlabeled transition systems to simplify the presentation. Since
classical model checking only considers properties on the states, labels can be easily added
without repercussions. Moreover, the definition of intensional strategies has been modified to
include the > symbol. Otherwise, derivations could stop at any step, which is inconvenient in
practice. These definitions fall into the class of history aware strategies of [32], and intensional
strategies are similar to non-deterministic strategies in games, except that these may select
the next player action instead of the next state.
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I Example 1. Consider the ARS ({a, b}, {(a, a), (a, b), (b, a)})
a

b

A strategy allowing at most one stay in b is described extensionally as {a}∗ {b, ε}({a}∗ ∪{a}ω ),
and intensionally as λ(v) = {a, >} if v contains a b, and λ(v) = {a, b, >} otherwise.
An intensional strategy induces an extensional one
E(λ) := {w ∈ ΓA : wi ∈ λ(w0 · · · wi−1 ) ∧ (w ∈ S ω ∨ > ∈ λ(w))}.
But the converse is not true, intensional strategies are less expressive than extensional ones.
In the ARS of Example 1, the intensional strategy for {a}∗ has to be defined by λ(v) = {a, >}
for any v ∈ {a}∗ , since another a can always be added. And thus, the word aω would be
included in E(λ) by definition, so that E(λ) 6= {a}∗ . Intuitively, intensional strategies
decide on-the-fly while constructing the derivation, so they cannot decide on properties on
the infinity. Languages recognized by automata with non-trivial acceptance conditions are
examples of strategies that are necessarily extensional, but the more realistic devices or
computations we are interested in modeling are very likely to be intensional. In any case,
the extensional definition is simpler and will be useful.
Formally, intensional strategies are characterized as closed sets [8], which contain all
words w ∈ S ω whose finite prefixes are all prefixes of derivations within the strategy1 . When
discussing model checking, we will find an alternative characterization.

3

Strategy-aware model checking

Given a Kripke structure K = (S, →, I, AP, `) and a strategy E ⊆ ΓK := Γ(S,→) ∩ IS ∞
starting from the initial states of K, we want to give sense to model checking against a linear
temporal formula ϕ and define the satisfaction relation (K, E) |= ϕ. First, since temporal
formulas are properly defined on infinite executions, we assimilate finite traces to infinite
ones by repeating its last state forever. This is standard and fits with the idea of a finite
machine that remains in its final state once stopped.
system model
K Kripke structure + strategy E

model checker

property specification

(K, E)  ϕ

yes/no

ϕ temporal logic formula

Figure 1 Model-checking procedure sketch.

Model checking a system controlled by a strategy against a linear-time property has an
unavoidable and clear definition. As pointed in Section 2, the satisfaction of a linear property
follows from a satisfaction relation ρ  ϕ on propositional traces ρ ∈ P(AP )ω . Then,
I Definition 2. Let ϕ be a linear formula, (K, E) |= ϕ if `(π) |= ϕ for all π ∈ E.
The set of allowed propositional traces P = { ρ ∈ P(AP )ω : ρ |= ϕ } completely defines
the property, and the model-checking problem is the language containment problem `(E) ⊆ P ,
which is decidable and PSPACE-complete as long as `(E) and P are ω-regular, like in the

1

In fact, X ω can be given a prefix topology (and even a distance) such that closed can be understood in
the topological sense and the points so described are limits.
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b
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b

Figure 2 Strategy representation in an ARS (Definition 3).

LTL case [29]. Although this is a clear starting point and it would provide an actual algorithm
if strategies were given as Büchi automata, this is not usually the case since they are rather
expressed in some intensional or syntactical form like the Maude strategy language described
in Section 4.1. Thus, to effectively decide model checking with standard algorithms, we
propose to encode the model controlled by strategies as another abstract reduction system.
Any intensional strategy can be so encoded, but the actual procedure will depend on the
strategy representation. In Section 4.2, we do it for the Maude strategy language by means
of a small-step operational semantics.
I Definition 3. Given an ARS A = (S, →) and a strategy E ⊆ ΓA , the pair (A, E) is
represented in the ARS A0 = (X, R) with descent function d : X → S if
d(ΓA0 ∩ J X ∞ ∩ (X ω ∪ X ∗ F )) = E
for some sets J, F ⊆ X of initial and final states of the strategy.
The representation A0 simulates the system A constrained by E, in the sense that the
executions of A0 are the traces selected by the strategy. Intuitively, the representation states
include something else to guarantee that the strategy is respected, which can be stripped
with the descent function d. The initial states for the strategy execution are the subset J,
since other states in X may represent ongoing strategy executions. The final set F is only
required to distinguish admitted finite traces from incomplete ones. Still, we do not want
them for model checking: the trace extension of the first paragraph can be implemented in
the above representation by adding self-loops in F . However, this cannot be done without
care. For example, observe the following encoding for the strategy {a, ab}, where a and b
are final.
a

b

a

a

b

The extended language is {aω , abω } according to our criterion. However, a loop in a will
allow spurious derivations like aabω . This can be solved by adding an extra copy of the final
states, like in the right figure. Now, we assume that the strategies are over infinite words
and define the concept of model checking.
I Proposition 4. Let K = (S, →, I, AP, `) be a Kripke structure, E ⊆ ΓK a strategy, and
(X, R) a representation of (A, E) with descent function d and initial states J, (K, E) |= ϕ iff
K0 |= ϕ where K0 = (X, R, J, AP, ` ◦ d).
That is, model checking K controlled by E is model checking its representation K0 . The
reason is that the propositional traces of any such K0 are exactly those of E. This method
can be applied to any intensional strategy, but model checking will only be decidable if the
ARS representation is finite.
I Proposition 5. A strategy E ⊆ ΓA on a finitary ARS A can be represented in a finitary
ARS iff E is intensional, i.e. there is an intensional strategy λ such that E = E(λ). In that
case, it can be represented in a finite ARS iff E is ω-regular.
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We can draw from this proposition that a strategy on a finite ARS must be intensional
and ω-regular to match the classical model-checking framework and apply its algorithms,
because otherwise it cannot be represented in a finite Kripke structure.
Notice that the discussion in this section is restricted to linear-time properties. The
representation of Definition 3 is not adequate for branching-time properties, since branches
need not be preserved while descending with d. A suitable model-checking definition for
logics like CTL* passes by model checking a more restricted representation, any bisimulation
of the ARS (S + , R) where v R vs if v ∈ λ(v) and λ is an intensional strategy.

4

Maude and its strategy language

Maude is a specification language [13, 12] based on rewriting logic [26], a general framework
for modeling concurrency proposed in 1992 by José Meseguer. Its specifications are organized
in modules of different kinds:
1. Functional modules define membership equational logic theories, composed of an ordersorted signature Σ, equations E, and sort membership axioms to express that a term t
belongs to a sort s. Equations and membership axioms can be conditional.
(∀X)

t = t0
t:s

^

if

^

ui = u0i ∧

i

vj : sj

j

For the specification to be executable, equations are oriented and functional modules
must be confluent and terminating [12, §4.6]. Bidirectional relations, like commutativity,
associativity and identity, are specified apart as structural axioms.
2. System modules specify rewriting theories R = (Σ, E, R) by adding rewriting rules R to
a functional specification. Unlike equations, rewriting rules need be neither confluent nor
terminating, so they are likely to express non-deterministic behavior.
(∀X)

t ⇒ t0 if

^
i

ui = u0i ∧

^
j

vj : sj ∧

^

wk ⇒ wk0

k

However, rules are required to be coherent with equations and axioms [12, 26]. Conditional
rules take a third type of conditions called rewriting conditions, that are satisfied if the
term wk can be rewritten to match wk0 .
The language syntax is a natural ASCII encoding of the mathematical notation above.
Modules are a collection of declarations between mod NAME is ... endm (or fmod/endfm for
functional modules). An operator f : s1 × · · · × sn → s is defined as op f : s1 .. sn -> s .
and structural axioms are inserted as attributes (comm, assoc, . . . ) between brackets.
Equations are introduced by the keyword eq and rules by rl, prefixed by c if conditional.
I Example 6. The classical problem of the dining philosophers [18] is specified in the module
PHILOSOPHER-DINNER of Listing 1. A philosopher is represented as a triple describing both
hands contents (a fork ψ or nothing o) and an identifier. Rules left and right allow them
to take the forks at their sides if they are in the table. The release rule restores both forks
to the table. Since a circular table is represented by a list, we adopt the convention that the
fork between the last and first philosophers is on the right, ensure it by the equation, and
add a second left rule to allow the first philosopher to take this fork.
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Listing 1 Dining philosophers problem specified in Maude.
fmod PHILOSOPHERS-TABLE is
protecting NAT .
sorts Obj Phil List Table .
subsorts Obj Phil < List .
op ( _ | _ | _ )
ops o ψ
op empty
op __
op <_ >

:
:
:
:
:

*** functional module
*** import a module ( natural n. )
*** declare some sorts
*** establish subsort relations

Obj Nat Obj - > Phil [ ctor ] . *** constructor
- > Obj [ ctor ] .
- > List [ ctor ] .
List List - > List [ ctor assoc id : empty ] .
List - > Table [ ctor ] .

var L : List . var P : Phil .
eq < ψ L P > = < L P ψ > .

*** declare a variable

op initial : - > Table .
eq initial = < ( o | 0 | o ) ψ ( o | 1 | o ) ψ ( o | 2 | o ) ψ > .
endfm
mod P HILOSOPHERS-DINNER is
*** system
protecting PHILOSOPHERS-TABLE .
var Id : Nat .
var X : Obj .
var L : List .
rl [ left ]
:
ψ ( o | Id | X ) = > (ψ |
rl [ right ]
:
( X | Id | o ) ψ = > ( X |
rl [ left ]
: < ( o | Id | X ) L ψ > = > < (ψ
rl [ release ] :
(ψ | Id | ψ) = > ψ ( o
endm

module

Id |
Id |
| Id
| Id

X) .
ψ) .
| X) L > .
| o) ψ .

Terms can be reduced equationally to a normal form using the reduce command. Rules
can be applied using the rewrite and frewrite commands, which follow different fixed
built-in strategies to choose which rule, which subterm, and which substitution to try first.
Finally, search allows searching for any terms satisfying some given conditions in all possible
rewriting paths from its argument [12, §5.4].

4.1

The strategy language

Effective manipulation of strategies requires expressing them in a convenient syntactical form.
Since Maude is a reflective language, strategies have usually been expressed by explicitly
applying rules at the metalevel. Because of its low-level, this is an awkward and error-prone
method, so a strategy language was proposed [25, 15], conceived as an additional layer above
functional and system specification. It has already been used in different contexts, among
others [17, 24, 31, 33]. A strategy expression α can be executed to rewrite a term t using the
srewrite t using α command. The language’s basic component is rule application
ruleLabel[x1 <- t1 , . . . ,xn <- tn ]{α1 , . . . , αm }
where rules are selected by their labels, an optional initial substitution can instantiate both
rule sides before matching, and strategies between curly brackets must be provided for rules
with rewriting conditions. The other basic construct is the test match P s.t. C that checks
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if the subject term matches the pattern P and the condition C is satisfied. Tests come in
three flavors: match that matches on top only, xmatch that can also match fragments by
structural axioms, and amatch that matches anywhere within the term. These operators are
combined by various constructs like
concatenation α;β, to execute α and then β on its results;
alternation α|β, which non-deterministically chooses α or β;
iteration α*, which executes α zero or more consecutive times;
the constants idle, to do nothing, and fail, to discard the current execution path;
the conditional α ? β : γ, with condition α, positive β and negative γ branches, where γ
is only executed if α does not produce any result. Otherwise, β is run after any of those.
Notice that concatenation, alternation, idle, and fail are the counterparts of regular
expression constructors. Derived operators are available too, like α+ ≡ α;α*, not(α) ≡
α ? fail : idle, a normalization operator α! ≡ α* ; not(α), etc. To control where rules
are applied, the language counts with the top(α) operator that restricts rule applications to
the top symbol, and with a subterm rewriting operator
matchrew P (x1 , . . . , xn ) s.t. C by x1 using α1 , . . . , xn using αn
that matches the subject term against a pattern P , extracts the matched subterms, and
rewrites them by means of substrategies α1 , . . . , αn in parallel. Like the match operator,
three different versions of this operator exist. Finally, the language allows the declaration of
named strategies with arguments in separate strategy modules smod NAME is . . . endsm:
strat slabel [ : parameterTypes ] @ subjectType .
Strategies are called slabel(t1 , . . . ,tn ) by citing its strategy name and providing the required
arguments in a comma-separated list between parentheses, as a typical function invocation.
They can be recursive and mutually recursive, and are defined in strategy modules with any
number of (potentially conditional) definitions of the form
[c]sd slabel(arguments) := strategyExpression [ if C ] .
where the strategy expression can use the variables in the left-hand side and in the condition.
All strategy definitions whose left-hand side matches the call term are executed. An example
is shown in Listing 2.
Listing 2 Dining philosophers strategy module.
smod DINNER-STRAT is
protecting PHILOSOPHERS-DINNER .
strats free parity @ Table .
sd free := all ? free : idle .
sd parity := ( release
*** The even take the left ψ first
| ( amatchrew L s.t. ψ ( o | Id | o ) := L /\ 2 divides Id
by L using left )
| left [ Id <- 0]
*** The odd take the right ψ first
| ( amatchrew L s.t. ( o | Id | o ) ψ := L
/\ not (2 divides Id ) by L using right )

R. Rubio, N. Martí-Oliet, I. Pita, and A. Verdejo
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*** When they already have one , they take the other ψ
| ( amatchrew L s.t. (ψ | Id | o ) ψ := L by L using right )
| ( matchrew M s.t. < L ( o | Id | ψ) L ’ > := M
by M using left [ Id <- Id ])
) ? parity : idle .
endsm

The DINNER-STRAT module imports the module PHILOSOPHERS-DINNER (Example 6) that
it will control, and defines two recursive strategies. The first one, free, is the recursive
application of any rule (all allows the application of any available rule) until it cannot be
further applied. It behaves like the built-in rewrite strategy. The other strategy, parity,
forces a particular order in which to take the forks, which is alternative for evens and odds,
that is, for neighbors. In Section 5.1, we will see properties that are satisfied with parity
but not with free.
More details on the language syntax and semantics are provided in [15, 9] and the
companion web page, where the complete implementation of the strategy language is available
for download.

4.2

An operational semantics for model checking

This section provides the basis to model check systems specified in Maude and controlled
by its strategy language. In this situation, it is essential to know which rewriting paths are
allowed by the strategy. However, the semantics of a strategy expression applied to a term
has usually been given as a set of result terms [15], so that the intermediate execution states
remain unknown. A small-step operational semantics is required to observe them all. One
has already been given in [9] by means of a rewrite theory transformation. Still and all, it
specifies a global strategic search where multiple execution paths advance in parallel, in a
way that they cannot be easily isolated. Based on these, we propose a non-deterministic
operational semantics whose derivations clearly denote the full rewriting paths allowed by
the strategy. Some technical details have been omitted, but are available in [30].
First, we define the strategy execution states on which the semantics is defined. Essentially,
states consist of a term t in some rewrite theory R = (Σ, E, R) and a stack s of pending
strategies and variable contexts, represented by substitutions σ : X → TΣ/E (X). However,
the subterm rewriting operator and rewriting conditions require executing strategies in nested
contexts that are represented by the “subterm” and “rewc” symbols. In summary, execution
states are generated by the following grammar where x is a variable, t is a term in R, α is a
strategy expression, and ε is the empty word.
s ::= ε | σs | αs
p ::= t | subterm(x : q, . . . , x : q; t) | rewc(p : q, σ, C, α · · · α, σ, t, t; t)
q ::= p @ s
Any execution state can be projected to a term by the recursive function cterm(t @ s) = t,
cterm(subterm(x1 : q1 , . . . , xn : qn ; t) @ s) = t[x1 /cterm(q1 ), . . . , xn /cterm(qn )] and finally
cterm(rewc(p : q, σ, C, α
~ , θ, r, c; t) @ s) = t. Moreover, every stack designates a variable
context by looking at the top-most substitution, vctx(ε) = id, vctx(θs) = θ and vctx(αs) =
vctx(s) where id is the identity function. States of the form t @ ε are called solutions and
represent successful strategy executions.
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The semantics is defined by two distinct transition relations: control →c and system →s
steps. The latter represents real transitions in the underlying system, i.e. rule rewrites, while
the first does the auxiliary work to make strategies run. Among control transitions, some
are devoted to handle alternation and iteration by taking non-deterministic choices,
t @ α|β →c t @ α

t @ α|β →c t @ β

t @ α* →c t @ ε

t @ α* →c t @ αα*

Concatenation is reduced by a rule t @ α;β →c t @ αβ that pushes α on top of β in the
pending strategies stack. The rule for tests simply pops the operator on success
t @ (match P s.t. C) θ →c t @ θ

if there is σ s.t. σ(θ(P )) = t and σ(θ(C)) holds

where substitutions σ are extended to substitute variables within terms and conditions. The
other test flavors have similar rules. There is no rule for the negative case: the execution
path arrives to a deadlock state and will later be discarded. The positive case behaves like
an idle, whose rule is t @ idle →c t @ ε. The semantics of conditionals is given by two rules
t @ α ? β : γ →c t @ αβ

the derivations from t @ α θ are finite and no solution is reached

t @ (α ? β : γ) θ →c t @ γ θ

The first rule simply tries the condition followed by the positive branch: in case α does not
produce any result, β will not be executed. Then, the second strategy must be triggered to
run γ. Notice that the →c rule is undecidable in general since the negative branch condition
implies deciding whether the derivations from t @ αθ are all terminating.
Strategy calls are handled with rule instances of the form
t @ sl(p1 , . . . , pn ) θ →c t @ δσθ

for any matching σ of (ti )ni=1 in (pi )ni=1 s.t. σ(C) holds

for each strategy definition csd sl(t1 , . . ., tn ) := δ if C (or its unconditional version).
When a strategy call finishes, its variable context is popped t @ θ →c t @ ε.
The mission of the execution stack is holding pending strategies and also active call
contexts. Only the top element determines the possible next steps, but the current variable
context may be determined by a substitution buried by multiple strategies inside the stack.
Rules have been defined for states with almost empty stacks, but they can be easily extended
from the bottom as long as the variable context is preserved.
t @ s = t @ s id

t @ s θ →• t0 @ s0 θ
if vctx(s0 ) = θ
t @ s s0 →• t @ s0 s0

where →• can be replaced by both →s and →c .
The matchrew rewrites matched subterms independently via the subterm execution states,
qi →cs qi0
subterm(. . . , xi : qi , . . . ; t) @ s →cs subterm(. . . , xi : qi0 , . . . ; t) @ s
These structured states are created with the rule
t @ (matchrew P (x1 , . . . , xn ) s.t. C by x1 using α1 , . . . , xn using αn ) θ
→c subterm(x1 : σ(x1 ) @ α1 ρ, . . . , xn : σ(xn ) @ αn ρ, . . .) @ θ
for any matching σ of θ(P ) in t such that σ(θ(C)) holds, and where ρ(x) = σ(x) if σ(x) 6= x
and θ(x) otherwise. And they are resolved, once its subterms have arrived to solutions, with
subterm(x1 : t1 @ ε, . . . , xn : tn @ ε; t) @ s →c t[x1 /t1 , . . . , xn /tn ] @ s
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Finally, system transitions →s are generated by rule applications. The execution of a
maybe conditional rule without rewriting fragments is
t @ rl[x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ] θ →s t[p/σ(ρ(r))] @ θ
if for a position p within t and for a rule l → r, there is a matching σ such that tp = σ(ρ(l))
and σ(ρ(C)) holds, where ρ is the initial substitution that maps xi to θ(ti ). If the rule
application is surrounded by the top modifier, it is only applied on top. For rules with
rewriting conditions l => r, substrategies must be provided between curly brackets and these
must be used to rewrite its condition fragments. This is achieved using a structured execution
state similar to the subterm construct, where the nested state q executes the corresponding
strategy in the rewriting fragment initial term.
t @ rl[. . . , xi ← ti , . . .]{α1 , . . . , αm } θ →c rewc(tr : σ(tl ) @ α1 θ, σ, C, α2 · · · αm , θ, r, c; t)
for any rule rl with condition C0 ∧ tl => tr ∧ C where C0 is an equational condition, and any
matching substitution σ and matching context c such that σ(C0 ) holds. Like in the previous
case, the rule is first instantiated with the given initial substitution. The right-hand side of
the rule r is kept to do the actual rewriting once the conditions have been checked:
rewc(p : t0 @ ε, σ, C0 , ε, θ, r, c; t) →s c(σ 0 (r))
where the substitution σ 0 extends σ by matching t0 against σ(p) and satisfies the equational
condition σ 0 (C0 ). If the remaining condition contains more rewriting fragments, these are
tried one after another accumulating variable bindings:
rewc(p : t0 @ ε, σ, C0 ∧ tl => tr ∧ C, α~
α, θ, r, c; t) →c rewc(tr : σ 0 (tl ) @ α θ, σ 0 , C, α
~ , θ, r, c; t)
The rewc state follows the transitions of the inner state,
q →• q 0
rewc(p : q, σ, C, α
~ , θ, r, c; t) →c rewc(p : q 0 , σ, C, α
~ , θ, r, c; t)
However, transitions inside this nested state are always control transitions in the outer one,
because they are not applied to the subject term.
Finally, this semantics can be used to define the translation of the strategy expression α
to an abstract strategy E(α) in (TΣ/E , →1R ) where TΣ/E is the initial term algebra and →1R
the one-step rewrite relation of the rewrite theory R. The derived relation  = →∗c ◦ →s ,
a single system transition preceded with all the necessary strategic preparation, has the
property that q  q 0 implies cterm(q) →1R cterm(q 0 ).
I Definition 7. For a strategy expression α and a set of initial states I, we define
E(α) :={t cterm(q1 ) · · · cterm(qn ) · · · : t @ α  q1  · · ·  qn  · · · , t ∈ I}
∪ {t cterm(q1 ) · · · cterm(qn ) : t @ α  q1  · · ·  qn →∗c tn @ ε, t ∈ I}
Observe that finite derivations end with solutions, perhaps modulo some control transitions.
The strategy E(α) is intensional and can be encoded in the ARS A0 = (XS, , {t @ α : t ∈ I})
with final states F = {q ∈ XS : ∃ t ∈ TΣ/E q →∗c t @ ε}, and d = cterm the descent function.
XS, the set of execution states, is always an infinite set, but we can restrict to the reachable
execution states from the initial ones. For model checking to be decidable, the ARS needs to
be finite. Some sufficient conditions can be established:
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BOOL

LTL

QID

M

SATISFACTION

M-PREDS

STRATEGY-MODEL-CHECKER

SM

SM-CHECK

Figure 3 Structure of the strategy model checker modules.

I Proposition 8. Given a term t ∈ TΣ/E and a strategy expression α, if the reachable terms
from t @ α are finitely many, and the recursive strategy calls are tail recursive and their
call arguments only take a finite number of values,  is decidable and the set of reachable
execution states is finite.
Both premises are reasonable, since they bound the number of state and strategy
combinations that may appear during execution. This also implies the decidability of
the  relation, whose threats are the negative branch of the conditional combinator and
rewriting conditions. We understand by reachable terms all the elements of TΣ/E that occur
while executing the strategy, while rewriting both the state and the rewriting conditions
of rules. It is easy to observe that expressions without iterations and recursive calls never
produce an infinite number of execution states, but they are not usually interesting.
Often, this sufficient condition holds and is checked easily, like in the example strategies
of Listing 2. In the free and parity definitions, all strategy calls are tail recursive and
do not take parameters. The reachable terms from initial are finitely many since, even
by unrestricted rewriting, only 33 tables are reachable, as shown by counting the possible
positions of the forks.

5

The Maude strategy-aware model checker

Following the principles of Section 3 and the strategy language semantics, the new Maude
strategy-aware model checker was programmed in C++ as an extension of the already existing
explicit-state LTL model checker [16]. Both have a similar interface [12, §10] and are accessed
using separate special operators declared in Maude itself.
The built-in modules of the model checker appear on the left of Figure 3. All but
STRATEGY-MODEL-CHECKER are shared with the standard model checker. The right side of
the figure shows the typical structure of the user specification of the model and properties.
The user must:
1. Specify the model in a system module M, and define strategies to control M in a strategy
module SM.
2. In a protecting2 extension of M, say M-PREDS, choose the sort of the model states, making
it a subsort of the State sort declared in SATISFACTION, declare atomic propositions as
operators of type Prop, and define the satisfaction relation |= for all of them.
fmod SATISFACTION is
protecting BOOL . sorts State Prop .
op _ |= _ : State Prop - > Bool .
endfm

2

Protecting means that it does not alter the signature, equations and rules of the types defined in M.
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mod M-PREDS is
protecting M .
including SATISFACTION .
subsort Foo < State .
op p : - > Prop .
eq F : Foo |= p = ... .
endm

3. Declare a strategy module, say SM-CHECK, to combine the model M with the property
specification in M-PREDS and the strategies SM. Import STRATEGY-MODEL-CHECKER too.
smod SM-CHECK is
protecting M-PREDS .
protecting SM .
including ST RA TE GY -MO DE L- CHE CK ER .
endsm

Once this is done, model checking is invoked using the operator
op modelCheck : State Formula Qid QidList
~ > ModelCheckerResult [ special ( ... )] .

which receives an initial state, an LTL formula as defined in the LTL module [12, §10], and a
strategy identifier, which must correspond to a strategy without parameters defined in the
module. The last argument is an optional list of opaque strategy names: when a strategy
in this list is called, instead of the transitions occurring during the strategy execution, the
model checker will see direct transitions to its results. This optional feature produces traces
that do not fit in the base M model, but allows model checking coarse-grain and fine-grain
models with little changes.
The result is either true if the model satisfies the specification, or a counterexample,
expressed as a cycle of rewriting steps and a path to it, if it does not. Additionally, the
model checker optionally outputs an extended dump, from which graphical representations
of the system automaton and counterexamples can be generated using an auxiliary program.
The model checker, the auxiliary program, additional documentation, and various examples
can be downloaded at http://maude.sip.ucm.es/strategies.
The fundamentals of the strategy-aware model checker are given by the small-step
operational semantics of Section 4.2 and the fundamentals of the original model checker.
The model controlled by a strategy α from an initial term t ∈ TΣ/E can be encoded in the
Kripke structure
K = (XS, , {t @ α}, APΠ , LΠ ◦ cterm),
where atomic propositions are defined as in the standard model checker, for Π the signature
of M-PREDS and D its set of equations,
APΠ := { θ(p(x1 , . . . , xn )) | p ∈ Π, θ ground substitution }.
The labeling function LΠ : TΣ/E → P(APΠ ) is given by
LΠ ([t]) := {θ(p(x1 , . . . , xn )) ∈ APΠ | (E ∪ D) ` t  θ(p(x1 , . . . , xn )) = true}.
For the model checking to be decidable the conditions in [12, §10.3] for the standard one
must be fulfilled, and additionally the reachable execution states must be finitely many.
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5.1

Example: dining philosophers

In this section, we resume the dining philosophers problem (Example 6) to model check
some properties with different strategies. Although the example is presented with three
philosophers, it can be instantiated with many more. We already know that some unwanted
situations may appear during the dinner: a philosopher may starve or, even worse, none of
them could be able to eat. First, we express the collection of properties “the philosopher n
eats” as atomic propositions and prepare the model checker input data.
Listing 3 Atomic proposition for the dining philosophers example.
mod DINNER-PREDS is
protecting PHILOSOPHERS-DINNER .
including SATISFACTION .

*** From Example 6 (Listing 1)

subsort Table < State .
op eats : Nat - > Prop [ ctor ] .
var Id : Nat .
vars L M : List .
eq < L (ψ | Id | ψ) M > |= eats ( Id ) = true .
eq < L > |= eats ( Id ) = false [ owise ] .
*** otherwise
endm

Then, we put together and include the built-in model checker module.
smod DINNER-CHECK is
protecting DINNER-PREDS .
protecting DINNER-STRAT .
*** From Listing 2
including ST RA TE GY -MO DE L- CHE CK ER .
including MODEL-CHECKER .
*** the standard model checker too
endsm

Now, we can check that the property  ♦ (eats(0) ∨ eats(1) ∨ eats(2)) (no deadlock) does
not hold for free rewriting, either using the standard model checking or the strategy-aware
one with the free strategy, but it does hold when using the parity strategy.
Maude > red modelCheck ( initial ,
[] <> ( eats (0) \/ eats (1) \/ eats (2))) .
M odelCheckerSymbol : Examined 4 system states .
rewrites : 43 in 4 ms cpu (0 ms real ) (10750 rewrites / second )
result ModelCheckResult : counterexample (
{ < ( o | 0 | o ) ψ ( o | 1 | o ) ψ ( o | 2 | o ) ψ >,’ left }
{ < (ψ | 0 | o ) ψ ( o | 1 | o ) ψ ( o | 2 | o ) >, ’ left }
{ < (ψ | 0 | o ) (ψ | 1 | o ) ψ ( o | 2 | o ) >,’ left } ,
{ < (ψ | 0 | o ) (ψ | 1 | o ) (ψ | 2 | o ) >, deadlock })
Maude > red modelCheck ( initial ,
[] <> ( eats (0) \/ eats (1) \/ eats (2)) , ’ parity ) .
S t r a t e g y M o d e l C h e c k e r S y m b o l : Examined 12 system states .
rewrites : 159 in 0 ms cpu (2 ms real ) (~ rewrites / second )
result Bool : true

However, parity does not guarantee that all of them eat, because the property ♦ eats(0)
does not hold. The model checker presents a counterexample, where the philosopher number
two takes both forks and releases them in a loop, while the rest keep inactive:
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Maude > red modelCheck ( initial , <> eats (0) , ’ parity ) .
rewrites : 55 in 0 ms cpu (0 ms real ) (~ rewrites / second )
result ModelCheckResult : counterexample ( nil ,
{ < ( o | 0 | o ) ψ ( o | 1 | o ) ψ ( o | 2 | o ) ψ >,’ left }
{ < ( o | 0 | o ) ψ ( o | 1 | o ) (ψ | 2 | o ) ψ >,’ right }
{ < ( o | 0 | o ) ψ ( o | 1 | o ) (ψ | 2 | ψ) >,’ release })

In order to ensure that all of them eat, the strategy should act as a referee. A succinct
and direct solution is fixing turns, like in the following strategy:
sd turns (K , N ) := left [ Id <- K ] ; right [ Id <- K ] ; release ;
turns ( s ( K ) rem N , N ) .
sd turns := turns (0 , 3) .

If the number of diners is greater, a more parallel version can be written allowing n div 2
philosophers to eat at the same time. By model checking with turns, we obtain
Maude > red modelCheck ( initial ,
[] ( < > eats (0) /\ <> eats (1) /\ <> eats (2)) , ’ turns ) .
rewrites : 131 in 0 ms cpu (1 ms real ) (~ rewrites / second )
result Bool : true

5.2

Implementation notes

We have programmed the new model checker in C++ as part of a modified version of the
Maude interpreter that includes full strategy language support. The implementation reuses
both the existing explicit-state LTL model checker and the existing infrastructure for strategic
execution [15], which we have completed to support strategy modules and the matchrew
operator. This infrastructure is based on a collection of tasks, which reflect continuations
and call frames, and processes that are in charge of finding matches, applying rules, etc. The
already existing model checker follows the automata-theoretic approach [11, §4] based on
testing the emptiness of the language recognized by the synchronous product of the model
and the negation of the linear property as Büchi automata. The model automaton is built
specifically for the system controlled by the strategy, while the LTL to Büchi automaton
translation and the nested depth-first algorithm are reused.
Each model state corresponds to a strategy execution state in the proposed semantics,
and stores some identifying information and a list of processes from which successors are
obtained on-the-fly when requested. Control operations →c are handled as in usual execution,
but rule rewrites trigger the commitment of a new state. Different techniques are used to
detect cycles and already visited states in order to reuse previous work.

6

Conclusions and future work

Strategies and languages to express them are useful resources to specify restrictions and
global control in rewriting systems, following the separation of concerns principle. This
approach has already been used to specify deduction procedures, semantics of programming
languages, chemical and biological processes, . . . . Such models need to be formally verified
and analyzed. In this paper, we show that model checking has a natural definition in this
context, and we tell how to effectively model check specifications for the Maude strategy
language, by means of a small-step operational semantics that emphasizes rewriting sequences.
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This procedure can be applied to other strategy representations. A model checker for systems
specified in Maude and controlled by its strategy language has been implemented in C++ as
an extension of the existing explicit-state LTL model checker, which can be downloaded from
http://maude.sip.ucm.es/strategies. It has already been tested with classical examples
and its performance is comparable to the original model checker.
The ongoing work comprises the study of branching-time properties and other theoretical
aspects, as well as the development of examples to exploit and test the performance of the
tool. The model checker can also be improved by providing clearer counterexamples with
more information on the strategy execution, and updating the inherited LTL-to-automaton
algorithm to more recent and efficient proposals [3, 22].
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